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ABSTILACT
C)STI

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) performs dynamic experiments
on special nuclear materials (SNM) within large steel containers. Once
these experiments arecomplete these containersmust be decontaminated
at the lab’s Plutonium Facility (TA-55). Removal of the test debris,
cleaning of the container inner walls, and cleaning of the removed debris
is all done manually using conventional handtools with extension poles
attachedthatallow operators access to the container interior through
glovebox ports. The Robotics andAutomation team within the
Engineering Sciences and Applications (ESA) Division atLANL has been
tasked to improve the decontaminationefficiency, increase worker safety,
and reduce worker exposure for this operation using automation where
practical.

INTRODUCTION

Currentlydynamic experiment containersused atLos Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) aremanually cleaned at a specialized glovebox workstation the TA-55
Plutonium Facility. The ergonomics of this currentcleaning pmeedure are very hard on
the operators. Rubble in the container interioris removed manually using modified hand
tools mounted on long poles to physically grab and pull the materialout of the vessel,
After removal of the rubble the interiorwall of the container is brushed using a light
weight brush motor attachedto long poles and other crude manual tools which extend the
operator’s reach from the vessel opening port to the vessel walls. Uniformity of the
surface treatmentis intermittentand depends upon the strengthand dexterity of the
operator. During brushing dust buiids up quickly within the container and the process
must be stopped after a few minutes to let the particulate settlebefore the cleaning can
continue. MOE innovative cleaning methods arebeing developed by other LANL
programs to enhance the surface treatment. However, these devices also must be attached
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tohandling poles andarelimited by operator capabilities. Additionally, large pieces of
metals and other materiaIsremoved from the containers are transferredto an attached
glovebox and cleaned by hand using brushes and other manual tools. The efficiency of
this process is also relatively low. Smaller materialssuch as wire, cable, and small loose
pieces are removed from the containers and stored. Currently,thereis no method for
decontaminating and recovering radioactive particulate from these smaller materials.

As a first step in automatingthe materialrecovery and decontamination of these
containers the Automation and Robotics team within the Engineering Sciences and
Applications (ESA) Division at LANL developed a prototype remotely controlled crawler
system. This crawler was designed for use as a platform to transporta motor operated
wire brush around the interior surface of the testcontainers, The prototype unit used a
commercially available crawler as the initialplatform and then applied various design
changes,and upgrades to adapt the crawler to this specific application. This prototype
crawler was completed and testedduring fiscal year 1999. In addition, work was initiated
during fiscal year 1999 to adaptan innovative chemical cleaning and extraction process
for use in decontaminating the materialremoved from these containers.

Definition of Subtasks

There are four subtasksthatneed to be adequatelyresolved to efficiently complete the
materialextraction and substratedecontaminationof these vessels. First, the debris left
from the dynamic experiments mustbe removed from the container (Subtask #l). Next,
the inner surface of the container must be decontaminated (Subtask W). Then the larger
pieces of debris thatwere removed from the containerneed to be decontaminated in an
adjacent workstation (Subtask#3). Finally, a method for cleaning the small scrap (dust,
wire, miscellaneous small items, etc.) must be developed (Subtask#4),

The major focus of this work last year was to develop theprototype crawler system to
traverseand clean the inner surface of thecontainer (Subtask#2). Completion of the
prototype crawler and demonstrationof the system in a non-contaminated dynamic
experiment container was completed in September 1999. In addition, work was initiated
last year to install and test a prototype commercial chemical extraction system for use in
cleaning the small scrap (Subtask #4). As partof this effort a contract was established
with Active Environmental Technologies, Inc. for theirconsultation assistance in testing
theirsonication enhanced TechXtractn technology for this application. Two sonication
systems were procured and are scheduled to be installed into a selected TA-55 glovebox
this fiscal year. Only conceptual designs have been discussed so far for addressing the
other two subtasks. Plans areto design automatedsystems for resolving those two
subtasksin futureyears.

Commercial Crawler Descri~tion

The basic prototype crawler was purchased from Visual Inspection Technologies, Inc.
(WT) and is shown as-received in Figure 1. The crawler was the model DX-20 thatwas
originally developed by VIT for use in remote inspection of pipe and tank interiors. The
entirebasic crawler unit was about 1S’ (38 cm) long, 12“ (30.5 cm) wide and less than5“
(12.7 cm) high. It utilized high flux rareearthmagnets within each of its four wheels to
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secure the crawler tothe vessel interiorwalls at allorientations. The wheels were
approximately Z“ (5 cm) in diameterandutilized a stainlesssteel clad with a serrated
outer surface to encase the magnets. Each wheel assembly incorporated a stainless steel
scraper to remove debris picked up on its surface during operation.

Figure 1 VIT Model DX-20 Crawler

Each wheel on the crawler was independently suspended and they were assembled in
a staggered arrangementsuch thatcontact with any protrusion on the inner surface would
still leave three wheels firmly in contact with the container wall. The VIT crawler used a
central hinge design to allow both halves of the crawler assembly to move independently.
This assured thatthe wheel surfaces would remaintangentto any curved surface assuring
maximum hokting capability. The crawler structurewas made fkom anodized aluminum
thatkept the crawIer weight, without any LANL added features,to 18 pounds (80 N).
The magnetic chunping force under ideal conditions was 240 pounds (1068 N) and the
horizontal tractive pull force was ratedto be 165 pounds (734 N).

Two 24 volt 90 watt DC motors were used to drive the crawIer wheels. The rated
motor speed and torque values were 6700 rpm and 7.0 in-oz (0.05 N-m), respectively,
Power was transferredto the wheel assemblies throughcase hardenedbevel gears and
drive chains encased in aluminumguard covers. The crawler was operated through an
attachedumbilical cord from a control console located externalto the gIovebox station
usingjoystick control. Full forward, backward, and turningcapabilities existed.
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Crawler Modifications

Figure 2 illustratesthe various modifications thatwere added by LANL designers to the
basic crawler in order to be able to perform this specific container wall cleaning fimction.
The VIT motor assemblies, drive chains, drive bearings, and lower structuralassemblies
were maintained. A special platform designed by LANL was added to the crawler
assembly to hold the wire brush cleaning fwture. This platform replaced the VIT central
hinge assembly and was designed to fix the wheel assemblies at the optimum angle for
operation on a 6’ (183 cm) spherical inner diametersurface.

T -m
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motor actuator I
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drives, and suspension
system maintained

Figure 2 Modified Crawler

The initial cleaning fixture thatwas developed for theprototype crawler and
demonstrated in September 1999 consisted of an electrically driven right angle drive
DeWalt grinder motor (Model DW402) with a 3“ (7.6 cm) diameter wire brush. The
motor was mounted to the central platform in a configuration thatallowed it to be pivoted
up and down around an axis close to its center of mass. A small air actuated/spring
returnedpneumatic cylinder was mounted on the crawler and used to operate the up and
down motion of the grinder. This design allowed the operator to engage or retractthe
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wirebrush from the container surface and a.lsoprovided aconstantbrush force tothe
surface no matterwhat orientationthe crawler was in.

A larnpshadeshaped vacuum shroud was mounted over the grinderbrush in such a
manner as to capture the particulateremoved during thebrushing operation. The shroud
was connected to a vacuum hose thatwithdrew the removed particulatefrom the
container and into the vacuum system. The vacuum hose and electrical wiring connection
ran from ‘thecrawlerAwusherassembly throughan umbilical line to the opening of the
container and into the support glovebox.

A global camera system with pan and tilt capabilities was mounted on a special
bracket just inside and at the top of the opening to the dynamic experiment container.
The operator used this camera to determinethe overall location of the crawler within the
container, follow the craw~ermovement, zoom in to observe specific chamber surface
anomalies, and to zoom out for a global view of the container interior.

Mockuu Test Station

In order to be able to test various container-cleaningconcepts a cold mockup test station,
dimensionally identical to the actuil LANL container cleanout workstation was
assembled at a nonradioactive facility atLANL. This mockup test station is illustratedin
Figure 3. This assembly consists of an actualcold (non-radioactive) dynamic experiment
test chamber thatis mounted on a standardroller bearing support pallet identical to the
one used in the TA-55 facility. Use of the expensive Airfloat pallets utilized atTA-55 to
maneuver the test chambers into place was not possible. Therefore, a simple pallet was
built to raise the test chamber to the proper height. A wooden glovebox line with all
dimensions identical to the workstation glovebox in the actual facility completed the test
station. The initial hardwaretestingof the prototype crawler, the camera system, and the
brusher system were performed in this mockup during thepast year.

Crawler Testing

The prototype crawler was tested for functionality in September 1999. The crawler and
brusher system was inserted into the cold mockup test stationand operated over all
possible surface configurations. This included runningthe crawler up the walls of the
container while operating the brush motor, operating the system upside down on the top

inner surface of the container, and varying thebrushcontact force to determine its effect.
During the testinga safety rope was attachedto the crawler to prevent equipment damage
in case of accidental release from the container surface. The crawler was successfully
maneuvered all around the inner surface of the container. It ran over several weId joints
and other small surface anomalies and still remained magnetically attachedto the surface.
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Figure 3 Mockup Test Station

The brusher operated as planned and portions of the surface were brushed. Sparks
could be observed coming from under the shroud during activation of the brush motor
and wear down of the brush was rapid. Half of the brush depth was worn off in
approximately an hour of operatingtime.

A small commercial vacuum built by Nilfisk (Model No. GM 80) was purchased for
use as the vacuum system to collect the particulate removed from the container surface.
Do to its small size, fairly high flow (87 CPM rating), and easy handling this vacuum was
considered as a good candidate for use inside the glovebox line. However, during initial
testing, theNilfisk vacuum used with the kimpshade shroud around thebrush did not
work weI1. Within a few minutesof operatingthe right angle grinder the operation had to
be stopped due to the buildup of excess dust inside the vessel. There was also some
coneem thatthe filter may clog easily, but the system was not run long enough to confirm
this, It was determined thatthisvacuum needed to be testedwith an improved shroud
design to better evaluate its performance for both suction and falterclogging in this
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application. A large shop vacuum ( 175 CFM rating) was used to replace the Nilfisk for
the remainder of the testing and thisworked very well. However, this vacuum is too big
to be considered for physical integrationinto the glovebox environment and therefore
cannot be considered for the actualdesign application.

Mametic Wheel Testing

The modified VIT crawler uses four independently mounted magnetic wheels to hold the
crawler system to the inside surface of the dynamic experiment container. Each wheel
utilizes two high flux rareearthdisk-shaped magnets encased within stainless steel clad
housings forming disk wheels. Each wheel is designed such thatthe magnetic field lines
pass throughboth magnets and a steel pole piece located between them and then close
upon themselves (competing the magnetic circuit) throughthe steel wall of the
contaminated container. A serratedouter surface on the stainlesssteel housings helps
provide wheel traction.

Two basic tests were run. The first test measuredthe contact force of each magnetic
wheel directly in contact with a steel surface for different angularorientations of the
wheel. This determined an upper limit of the contact force of the magnetic wheels under
ideal operating conditions and could be compared to the manufacturer’s design contact
ratingof 60 lb. (267 N) for each wheel of the DX-20 crawler. The second test introduced
shim layers of nonmagnetic materialbetween each wheel and the steql surface and
measured the reduced contact force. Wheel orientationswere again varied. This second
test helped evaluate the capability of the crawler to traverseover materialstill clinging to
the inside of a vessel as would be experience by the crawler under actual operating
conditions.

The results for the contact force testingof@ four wheels as a function of wheel
orientation (angularposition) are shown in Figure 4. The average contact force for the
entire group of wheels was 93.4 lb. (415.4 N) per wheel. The maximum deviation at any
orientationfrom the average value was 4.6 lb. (20.5 N) for wheel number 1. This contact
force is adequate to provide sufficient clamping force for the crawler assembly, which
weighs about 50 lbs. (222.4 N), if it is operated on a relatively clean container surface.

The results for the contact force versus shim thickness for all four wheels are shown
in Figure 5, In all cases, the contact force between themagnetic wheels and the steel
plate was reduced by the square of the shim thickness. This resulted in a significant
reduction in the wheel clamping force with small layers of shim. A non-metallic shim
layer of 0.042-in (O.11 cm) between thewheel and plate reduced the clamping force by up
to 68Y0. This suggests thatif the surface is rough and bumpy, if it has localized areas
with splotches of non-magnetic materialon the surface, or it has loose materialpresent on
the container surface, then one or more of themagnetic wheels could be forced away
from the steel surface. This could reduce the wheel clamping force to the point where it
would no longer be sul%cientto supportthe crawler.
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Sonication/TechXtracth

Preliminaryinvestigations performedinFY99 detenninedthata sonicationprocess used
with specific cleaning solutions may be a feasible method for cleaning batches of the
miscellaneous rubble (small pieces, wire, etc.) removed from the dynamic experiment
containers. Active EnvironmentalTechnologies, Inc. (AET) developed a specific
patented decontamination technology (TechXtract~) under a DOE contract. TechXtracth
is a sequential chemical application process, which extractscontaminantsfrom the
subsurface pores, capillaries, and voids of hardmaterialssuch as concrete, brick, metal,
plastic, or wood. The patentedcombination of chemical constituents and process steps is
highly effective in removing radioactive contaminants. The chemical’s effectiveness is
dramaticallyenhanced by the use of uhrasonic baths. Cavitation caused by the
ultrasonics generates both heat and kinetic energy thatincrease contaminant volubility,
and surface volume thataids in theextraction process.

A contract was initiatedwith AET in FY99 to obtain consultation services and
assistancein settingup a prototype sonication/TedM.ract” system in TA-55. AET
developed a site-specific TechXtract””protocol to meet the LANL cleanup requirements.
LANL’s requirementswere somewhat unique in thatwe not only wanted to
decontaminate the substratebut they also wanted to recover the removed actinides from
the chemical solutions to furtherenhance waste minimization activities. Therefore, AET
developed a four-solution process to meet these requirements, These solutions areused
in conjunction with sonicator baths to provide the appropriateheatand kinetic energy to
increase contaminant volubility and ultimateremoval.

A glovebox-size pilot-scale recovery unit is being assembled in a specific glovebox at
TA-55 to determine the efficiency of this process in treatingthe experimental debris
generated at LANL. For thisprototype only two sonicators will be installed into the
selected glovebox to be used for proof-of-principle tests. The various chemical reagents
will need to be swapped between the two sonicators as needed to decontaminate the
debris, Results from this initial testingwill be used to forecast production scale
throughput. A mass balance will be performed for theprocess in order to determine
nuclear materialrecovery rates. The prototype setup showing the glovebox cordlgu.ration
is illustratedin Figure 6,

The sonicators for thisprocess were procured in FY99 and are cunently being
prepared for installationinto the glovebox. The sonicators selected for this prototype are
custom tabletop Type 800-1 ultrasoniccleaners manufacturedby Zenith Ultrasonics in
Closter, New Jersey. These sonicators have an internaltankmeasuring 13.5” long, 16”
wide, and 7..75” deep (approximately 7 gallons fluid capacity) and use the patented Zenith
CROSSFIRE ultrasonic system. Each sonicator tankhas a total of 12 ultrasonic
transducersmounted to the tankbottom and sides. Each sonicator tankrequires the use
of two ultrasonic generatormodules thatare located externalto the glovebox.
Connections are made to the sonicator tanksinside the glovebox through two electrical
feedthroughs thatare mounted on a sealed utility plate thatis bolted over an opening in
the glovebox wall,
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Figure 6 Sonicator Glovebox

In addition, cylindrical transparentcontainers,compatible with the chemicals, are
being assembled for use in storing the fluids between operations. The PF-4 supplied wet-
vac system will be used to transferthe fluids between the storage and sonicator tanks,
Between transfersthe sonicators will be rinsed to prevent unwantedchemical reactions
between the various solutions. Assembly of the system, incorporation of the liquid
transferand storage systems, design and fabrication of the electrical cable feedthroughs,
and installationof all the system components into the selected glovebox are being
coordinated by LANL. AET will provide theprocess chemicals and consultation services
during the initial operation stages. Operation of theprototype system is scheduled for
March 2000.
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FY2000Plans

Plannedworkfor FY-2000willbe to continue testingthe existingcrawler unit inmore
realistic environments thatmay include a uraniumcontaminated sphere and a metallic
surface with crateredwalls. In addition, an enhanced crawler is being designed and
fabricated to incorporate an oscillating brusherhead in order to cover more vessel surface
areawith less travel of the crawler. Also, improvements in the tetherare being
incorporated into the crawler design. This includes the addition of a fall restraintsystem
thatwould activate and protect the crawler from drunageshould the wheels release from
the container surface.

Work is also being done to improve some of the support equipment necessary to
operate the crawler in a closed glovebox system. An improved vacuum system is being
developed thatwill be compact enough to fit in the glovebox workstation and yet be
powerful enough to control dusting. One type of vacuum being examined uses a vortex
type system to extract the dust and directly deposit it into storage cans without any
intermediatesteps. The cummt vision/camera system will be improved to allow better
tracking of the crawler when it is in operation. Aiso, work is being done to integratenon-
destructive analysis (NDA) instrumentationonto the crawler for localized contamination
measurementson the container inner surfaces.

Finally, once it has been built reliability, testingof the oscillating crawler will be
performed in the mockup work stationand other facilities. These tests are needed to
cofilrm that the system can standup to the harshenvironmentaland operational
conditions anticipated at TA-55. The last step will be to actually prepare the crawler and
its support hardwarefor integrationinto the TA-55 glovebox. Testing at TA-55 on actual
contaminated containers will not be performed until FYO1 and beyond.

The sonication/TechXtract~ assembly will be incorporated into the selected TA-55
glovebox by March 2000, The system will be tested using actualcontaminated debris
removed from the dynamic experiment containers. Results will be published at a later
date once all testing is complete.

Concision

The purpose of this paper was to describe automationefforts being developed by IA.NL
for improving the efficiency, increasing worker safety, and reducing worker exposure
during materitilcleanout activities performed on dynamic experiment containers. This
report has summarized the work completed on thisproject during the past year. Primary
effofis have been directed towards assembling and testing a remote crawler system with
an attachedright angle drive brushermotor, In addition, preparationswere completed to
prepare for testsutilizing TechXtract~/sonication chemical cleaning procedure in
LANL’s plutonium facility. Plans for FY2000 are to complete an enhanced crawler
system and prepare it and its supporthardwarefor integrationinto the TA-55 glovebox.
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